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Abstract— MovMe is a personalized movie information
retrieval method that considers user comments and their
ratings about movies. The central idea of MovMe is that a
user’s movie preference can be identified by analyzing their
past rating patterns and comments about movies. The
performance of MovMe was compared with that of the other
two methods based on tf-idf and user ratings. Using the online
movie data available from Naver Movie, which is the largest
movie portal in Korea, we ran an experiment in which 600
queries (20 queries for each of 30 users) were run to retrieve
movies and the three methods were compared. The test results
based on the mean values of user ratings of the first five movies
from a list of movies retrieved by each retrieval method shows
that MovMe is a better retrieval method than the other two
methods in providing satisfying search results.

Index Terms—Personalized information retrieval, User
comments, Web services, User satisfaction, Movie
recommendation

I.  INTRODUCTION

As the Web is growing each day with new pages and
contents, the provision of satisfying search results is a crucial
issue. The conventional method to measure the quality of
search result is to measure recall and precision of documents
returned by a user query. In case of content search such as
finding movies, books, or sales items, however, recall and
precision are not fully capable of evaluating search quality
because, in that case, user satisfaction also is an important
factor, which is not captured by those criteria.

Due to this importance of the degree of personal
satisfaction in content search, researchers have been
conducting various studies of reflecting someone’s
preferences towards contents into search results.
Recommender systems are one of the examples to analyze
preferences of all the users by using user profiles to
recommend the most suitable items to each user. Furthermore,
in personalized information retrieval area, information
retrieved by a query is used for personalization by
considering user’s interests and preferences. However, these
conventional personalization methods have several
limitations. First, these methods only utilize users’ previous
historic data – in particular, user ratings. A user rating is a
numerical summary of user evaluation and does not reveal
the underlying information used for the evaluation. Second,
there is a privacy concern that personal privacy might be
violated while the Web applications collect user information
for user-profiling.

The era of Web 2.0 has caused much more active user
participations. Users create contents by interacting each other
on the Web. For instance, people can share their opinions
and emotions by posting a wall on Facebook and also can

easily rate movies or books with a short paragraph of their
opinion on E-bay or Youtube. These new user-created sources
are created enormously each day thorough various channels
on the Web. However, most of current information retrieval
methods are not fully optimized to analyze these new types of
information for improving personalized information retrieval.
MovMe, proposed in this paper, is a personalized movie
information retrieval method which utilizes not only numerical
rating values but also textual data in which users commented
about contents in order to search the most suitable movies
that users had not yet seen.

IMDB and NAVER are two leading commercial movie
search websites in the U.S.A and South Korea respectively.
Their overall search process is that a user queries a term to
the database and then the systems only return a list of the
movies in which the title contains the given string. This
method is commonly called “text matching search.” On the
basis of this text-matching search process, MovMe has three
additional advancements as follows. First, MovMe is able to
find movies although its title does not contain any terms in a
query. For instance, the words such as 3D, twisted-ended,
story are not usually included in movie titles, however,
MovMe is capable of finding movies which are relevant to
the words. Second, MovMe still carries advantages of
personalized search because MovMe uses user’s rating
scores which reflect actual user’s preferences on movies.
Third, MovMe does not bring up privacy issue because
MovMe processes user-profiling by only extracting rating
scores and text from user comments. These types of
information are agreed to be read by others because the
reason why the users post comments is not to hide but to
share their opinions, thus, in our method privacy issue is not
a limiting factor. Therefore, this paper will examine how
MovMe performs relative to other commercial movie search
websites which adopt conventional searching methods.

II.  RELATED WORK

Generally, “Personalization” means that providing the
contents which correspond with the users’ needs [1].
Personalized Information Retrieval can be divided into various
types based upon the ways of generating user profiles and
types of information to be personalized.

Personalized information retrieval generates user profile
by 1) utilizing users’ dynamic inputs, 2) using previous queries
[2] and click-through analysis [3][4], and 3) analyzing users’
social profile [5]. There also exist two ways of choosing right
types of information to be personalized: 1) query expansion
by re-weighting the original query or adding new terms to
the query based on the users’ interest [6] and 2) re-ranking
and filtering of the search results using user profiles [7].
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However, these conventional personalization methods have
faced several challenges and difficulties in applying to
contents search. First, these methods only consider users’
previous history data rather than his/her actual preferences.
Second, there is a privacy concern that users’ personal
privacy might be violated while the Web applications collect
user information for user-profiling.

The purpose of recommender systems is to recommend
items that users had not yet considered. Recommender
systems can be generally divided into two types: collaborative
filtering and content-based filtering [8].  Collaborative filtering
recommends contents based upon user’s similar tastes
[9][10][11].  However, this system only considers users’
numerical ratings so it is not easy to find out evaluation
criteria of the users when they rate those contents. Unlike
collaborative filtering, content-based filtering analyze user’s
past rating patterns to generate recommendation. In this
system, target content is compared to other contents which
the user rated in the past. If the content is similar to other
contents which the user rated high in the past, the content is
also highly expected to be preferred by the user [12][13].

Although content-based filtering is simple and convenient
for recommendation process, collaborative filtering generally
shows better performance than content-based filtering
because of its much various recommendation sources such
as preferences and similarities between users. Due to the fact
that collaborative filtering only utilizes numerical values rated
by users, however, it is limited to apply to personalized
information retrieval which requires various aspects of each
content. Other than recommender system, there are several
studies conducted using user comments as a main source of
experiment. Some studies show that the number of user
comments posted on news [14] and blog posts [15] can be an
indicator of popularity. From all of these user comments
related-studies, in conclusion, user comments enable
improvement of various areas in different ways [16][17].

III.  MOVME

MovMe, proposed in this paper, is a personalized movie
search system which utilizes numerical points rated by users
and short textual data extracted from user comments. Each
user’s index is weighted based upon similarities between users
who posted comments and their rating values. To do so, the
system can generate optimized indexes to each user and search
the movies which the users might like most. For the verification
purpose, user comments are collected from Naver Movie and
used to test MovMe’s performance.

Before the detailed explanation about MovMe, it is crucial
to understand the nature of user comments. Followings are
detailed observations about user comments entered into the
movie review site from which the experiment data were
obtained.

A. Comments on Naver Movie
We first collected a large number of data set to be tested

from Naver Movie (http://movie.naver.com), which is one of
the most famous commercial websites providing a large
volume of movie information and user comments in Korea.

The collected data consist of movie descriptions (title, genre,
credit, and synopsis) and user comments about movies
released in the past five years. In Naver Movie, users can
rate a movie in two ways, a numerical rating from 1 to 10 and
a short review comment in 40 Korean characters (80 English
characters).  In the dataset, there were total 2269 movies and
2,189,989 comments entered by 883,583 users.

B. Quantity of User Comments

Figure 1. The number of users and comments from 2005 to 2009

As shown above, the number of comments increased
every year. In Fig. 1, the number of user comments in 2009
tripled since 2005. In addition, the number of users posting
user comments also increased considerably. In 2009, 281,078
users posted comments in total, while there were only 89,433
users in 2005.

C. Quality of User Comments
User comments can contain some useful information for

improving the quality of personalized movie search. A page
in Naver Movie consists of three parts; movie description,
photos or ads related to the movie and user comments. Movie
description is written by a service provider and it includes
movie title and information about director, actors, genre, and
story of the movie. Because this section has most of
necessary data about movie, we assume that user comments

TABLE I.
THE NUMBER OF TERMS APPEARED IN DESCRIPTIONS AND USER COMMENTS

can have meaningful data if user comments contain similar
words to Movie description. To do so, user comments were
investigated to see how many common words appeared both
in the movie description and the user comments. From Table I,
60.05% of the words appeared in the movie description also
appear in the user comments. This shows that the user
comments likely include a certain number of meaningful words
which can be used for personalized search. Then how can be
these user comments utilized in personalized search? Indexes
of each movie are created by combining conventional tf-idf
with ratings scores and user similarities. If a user inputs a
query on the system, then a personalized user index table
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returns a list of movies to the users. The equation below is the
way of creating a movie index table for each user.

Equation (1) is used for calculating idf values of words. In
the first equation, the cardinality of M which is the total
number of movies in the test set.  means the
number of movies where the  appears. Equation (2) is
especially widely used in collaborative filtering to calculate
similarities between users [8]. The range of this value lies
between 0 and 1. As the value is getting closer to 1, two users
have more similar preferences.

Equation (3) is to calculate a weight of  among user
comments posted by  for . Using (4), values of
which appeared in all the user comments for  are added. The
value of  of   for  is obtained. The rest values of all the term of
are obtained as above and then finally index table of  can be
obtained as follow.

When  types a certain query, ranking score (RS)
between each movie and the query can be computed by using
(5). MovMe RS is cosine similarity between query and each
movie. The movies are shown to the user from highest RS
value to lowest RS value.

In the next section, MovMe which has been obtained by
the above formulas will be compared with conventional tf-idf
method and tf-idf & rating method, which only excludes user
similarity from (3), to verify its performance.

IV.  EXPERIMENTS & RESULT

In this section, we discuss the performance of MovMe.
For conducting a test, we selected a subset of the collected
data because the original data set was too large. We reduced
the data set by focusing on data created in the most recent
year (i.e., year 2009). The test data consisted of 132,962 ratings
and comments about 1,663 movies from 2,756 users for the
year 2009. Among those 2,756 users, we specifically chose 30
users which have posted more than 100 ratings and comments
about movies (i.e., heavy users) and also have high standard
deviation of ratings (i.e., a wide range of variations).

To generate query terms that will be used for movie search,
we recruited three people (i.e., college students in Korea)
and asked them to provide 15 query terms that they use most

often for movie search. After removing redundant terms, we
selected 20 final terms randomly. Table II shows the 20 cho-
sen query terms, which were used for the experiment. When
these terms were queried, it was translated to Korean because
our movie data set were written in Korea.  In the experiment
data set, each movie was already rated by the chosen 30 us-
ers.

TABLE I.
TOTAL TWENTY QUERIES FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Figure 2.   Summary of Mean Values based on the number of Queries

The performance of each method for indexing comments (1:tf-
idf, 2:tf-idf & rating, 3:MovMe) was measured by calculating
the mean values of past ratings of first 5 movies from the
search list of movies returned by the search method. We
decided to use the first 5 movies because users are likely to
choose movies in the first search result page. In other words,
if someone inputs a query on MovMe then MovMe returns a
list of movies to him/her. Then only first 5 movies appeared
from the list are chosen for calculating average movie score of
the 5 movies. If the score is high enough, then we can verify
that MovMe is successfully able to return similar types of
movies which he/she liked in the past.  Furthermore, if the
mean value obtained by MovMe is higher than other mean
values obtained by tf-idf and tf-idf & rating methods, then it
could be strong evidence that MovMe performs better than
other two methods.
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Fig. 2 and Table III show the mean values of each method
according to 5, 10, 15 and 20 numbers of queries. When the
number of queries increases, the mean value of MovMe is
constantly higher than other two methods. When 20 query
terms are used, the final mean values of tf-idf, rf-idf & rating
and MovMe are 6.450, 6.692, and 6.948 respectively. This
result strongly implies that MovMe has constantly better
performance than other methods regardless of the number of
queries. Table IV shows how much MovMe performs better
than other two methods when all the 20 queries are used.
According to the paired t-test, mean difference between tf-idf
& rating and tf-idf method is 0.241 and the difference between
tf-idf&rating and MovMe is 0.257. These mean that tf-
idf&rating method is able to return 0.241 higher scored movie
than tf-idf method. Meahwhile,

TABLE. III
MEAN OF USER RATINGS BY THE NUMBER OF QUERIES

MovMe is able to search 0.257 higher-scored movies than tf-
idf-rating method.

Finally the mean difference between MovMe and tf-idf
method is 0.498. This also means that MovMe is able to
search 0.498 higher scored movies than tf-idf method. Each
of these results is statistically significant because all of its p-
values are less than 0.001.  As mean difference between
MovMe and other methods is greater, MovMe performs
better.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose MovMe, a search system that
analyzes user comments and ratings from movie contents
and utilizes them for personalized movie information retrieval.
MovMe was tested with 30 chosen users of a large online
movie review site in Korea and 20 query terms were collected
from 3 people. The result of the experiment shows that the
mean value of the past rating from the first 5 movies is 0.498
(p<0.001) points higher than that of the tf-idf method. This
result implies that MovMe produces a list of higher satisfying
movies than tf-idf method. MovMe has the following
advantages. First, by using MovMe, current movie search
engines based on exact title matching method can be improved
as MovMe can retrieve related titles even though the title
does not match the query term. Second, MovMe improves
user satisfaction by considering preferences of each user.

Third, there is privacy violation is not a limiting factor for
MovMe because the method uses comments and rating
values, which are already meant to be shared.

TABLE. IV
PAIRED DIFFERENCES AMONG THREE METHODS
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